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you - How to get it to work: Right-
click.Q: How to reverse a list while
maintaining the order that was
originally present in the list? I need
a function that takes a list and
returns a list with the same items



(the same indices) but in reverse
order. the following function
reverses a list but it doesnt
maintain the order of the original
list. How to overcome this? def
reverse(my_list): return
[list(my_list[i]) for i in
range(len(my_list)]] A: Your
function works fine, it is a good
approach, only it is just that it also
returns the original list (so the
index after, which is not what you
wanted to return). You can just
return the reversed list instead: def
reverse(my_list): return
[list(my_list[i]) for i in
range(len(my_list))] #
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^



However, it would be much better
to use the reversed function
(written in the form of a class in
Python), which will take care of the
correct return value for you: >>>
class Reverse(object): ... def
__init__(self, my_list): ... self.my_list
= my_list ... def __reversed__(self):
... return self.my_list[::-1] ... >>> r
= Reverse([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]) >>> r
[5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 6] >>> list(r) [6, 5
04aeff104c
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